Pre-Algebra Supplemental Instructional Resources

- **Algebra Lab - Middle School, The.** Picciotto, Henri. Creative Publications
- **Algebra Problems: One Step Beyond.** Schadler, Reuben. Dale Seymour Publications
- **Algebra Warm-Ups.** McFadden, Scott. Dale Seymour Publications
- **Building Understanding with Base Ten Blocks.** Nasco
- **Building Algebraic Thinking with Progressive Patterns.** Willcutt, Bob. Critical Thinking Books & Software
- **Cartesian Cartoons.** Dale Seymour Publications
- **Codes, Ciphers, and Secret Writing.** Dover
- **Connecting Mathematics, Addenda Series.** NCTM
- **Cooperative Informal Geometry, Sherard III, Wade H.** Dale Seymour Publications
- **Data Analysis and Statistics Across the Curriculum, Addenda Series.** NCTM
- **EQUALS Investigation Project: Flea Sized Surgeons/Surface Area, Volume, and Scale.** Creative Publications
- **EQUALS Investigation Project: Growth Patterns.** Creative Publications
- **Exploring Algebra and Pre-Algebra with Manipulatives.** Balka, Don. Cuisenaire Co. of America.
- **Exploring Linear Relations.** Burrill, Gale and Patrick Hopfensperger. Dale Seymour Publications
- **Fascinating Fibonacci.** ETA
- **Graphing Matter, A.** Nasco
- **Informal Geometry Explorations.** Kenney, Margaret J., Stanley J. Bezuska, and J.D. Martin. Dale Seymour Publications
- **Interactive Mathematics Program: Patterns.** Key Curriculum Press
- **Lab Gear Activities for Algebra I.** Picciotto, Henri. Creative Publications
- **Language of Functions and Graphs, The.** Dale Seymour Publications
- **Manipulative Interludes Algebra: A Collection of Hands-On Activities.** Laycock, Mary and Margaret A. Smith. Cuisenaire Co. of America
- **Math Connections.** Glatzer, David J. and Joyce. Dale Seymour Publications
- **Math-o-Graphs: Critical Thinking Through Graphing.** Buck, Donna K. and Francis Hildebrand. Critical Thinking Books and Software
- **Math/Space Mission.** Dale Seymour Publications
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• *Mathematics and Humor*. NCTM
• *MESA Series*. Dale Seymour Publications
• *Numbers in Science*. Goodstein, Madeline P. Dale Seymour Publications
• *Pre-Algebra Bingo*. Nasco
• *Pre-Algebra with Pizzazz!* Marcy, Steve and Janis. Creative Publications
• *Probability Activities*. Lovell, Robert. Dale Seymour Publications
• *Problem Solving Experiences in Pre-Algebra*. Charles, Randall I. and Carne S. Barnett.
• *Quincy Market*. Dale Seymour Publications
• *Similarity*. Chazan, Daniel. Sunburst
• *Tangram Geometry in Metric*. Nasco
• *TesselMania! Math Connection Activity Book*. Key Curriculum Press
• *Trivia Math: Pre-Algebra*. Pedersen, Katherine. Creative Publications
• *Try-A-Tile: Logic with Algebra*. Cook, Marcy. Creative Publications
• *Visual Approach to Algebra, A*. Van Dyke, Frances. Dale Seymour Publications
• *What Are My Chances? (Book B)*, Schulte, Albert P. and Stuart A. Choate. Creative Publications
• *Write Tool to Teach Algebra, The*. Gray, Virginia. Dale Seymour Publications
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